THIRTY THREE
AND A THIRD
DOPE WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

ALL RIGHT, YOU TWO...
I’m thrilled for you both, and
congratulations on the upcoming
wedding festivities! I’m grateful
for the opportunity to capture the
heck out of your story!

Aireny and Kelvin
St. Augustine, FL
(yes, that’s smeared makeup on his face
lol)

Brittani and Brandon
Cocoa Beach, FL

“

They were absolutely

amazing!

From beginning to end they were so

helpful and flexible to fit our wants and
needs

“
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“

We are

obsessed

with Ector and
Kristina and their
work! We are

thrilled with
our pictures!
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“

Lissenia and James
Manhattan, NYC

real
emotion and establishes real

Thirty Three and a Third captures

“

relationships with their clients. I can't
express how

pleased we are

choosing them for such a special day!

“

Timisha and Xiomara
Dr. Phillips, Orlando
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FAQ
CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR STYLE?
My goal is to blend in on your wedding day - capturing
those intimate, organic moments is what my work is
about. I like to witness the moments as they naturally
occur; and there will be so many moments that happen
so quickly, my goal is to deliver memories you didn’t even
know happened. I will never awkwardly pose you, instead
I will give subtle direction and photograph how you both
react naturally. I want my work to reflect to real you,
together. I want to capture for you how you FELT - not just
how you looked.
WHY IS THE ENGAGEMENT SHOOT INCLUDED?
CAN WE DISCOUNT IT?
For me, the engagement shoot is like a photo rehearsal.
It gives us a chance to hang out and get a sense of each
others’ style. You’ll get a first hand look at how I shoot,
and I’ll get to see how comfortable you feel in front of the
camera - but one thing’s for sure, we’re going to have fun
just hanging out, and by the end of the session, and by
wedding day, we’ll have gotten our flow down with me in
front of the camera. For destination weddings, rehearsal
dinner coverage can serve as the photo rehearsal,
instead :)
DO YOU TRAVEL FOR WEDDINGS?
Most definitely! I have home bases in Florida and Puerto
Rico, and I’m excited to fly out anywhere - so heck yes!
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FAQ
WE LOVE YOUR WORK, WHAT’S THE
NEXT STEP?
Once you decide on a package and the digital contract is signed,
all that’s required is a deposit equivalent to one third of the final
amount. Then, your day is all booked!

WHY DO YOU OFFER MAINLY FULL DAY
COVERAGE?
Full day coverage is my preference because I consider myself a
story teller, and I’d prefer to tell the whole story. This wedding is a
once in a lifetime event, bound to be full of little, intimate moments,
those small details, that you’ll both want to remember. I want to
capture the things you’re too swept up in the day to notice. I want
to tell the complete story, from the girls hanging out in the getting
ready room, the boys being boys, building up to the ceremony,
sweet dancing pictures and everything in between - I strive to
capture it all, from start to finish.

WE ARE CONSIDERING A FIRST LOOK. YOUR
THOUGHTS?
From a photographer’s view, I love them, mainly because
we’re not rushed after the ceremony to capture amazing
photos in less than 30 minutes after the family formals. From
a regular person’s view, I also love them because if you think
about it, throughout the entire day you both will never have a
quiet moment alone together at all. The first look is really a
cool, unique moment that only you two will experience,
allowing you some time and space to truly let those emotions
sink in without being around a crowd. No holding back. Plus,
you’ll get to enjoy cocktail hour, too ;) Let’s talk about it!
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“

At times I didn't even notice they were

shooting & when I saw specific
shots I thought, wow I didn't even
realize they were around for that!

incredible! I am so
impressed with their attention to
detail. From portraits and family
Our photos are

pictures to the amazing photos of our
decor, Thirty Three and a Third truly

captured the essence of
our day!"
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WEDDING PRICING
I try to keep things super simple. Most of my collections are full
day coverage, meaning I arrive when you start getting ready and
leave when the party has come to an end. I don’t like to worry
about time limits and neither should you - not on your
wedding day! I mean, c’mon, don’t you want all the
moments captured?

COLLECTION VI

3,300

-Full Day Coverage
-2nd Photographer 6 Hours
-Handmade 10x10 Linen cover Photo Album
-All Photos fully edited
-Custom built online gallery to view web sized photo
-High resolution print photos delivered on USB
-Full rights to all images delivered

COLLECTION V

2,900

-Full Day Coverage.
-2nd Photographer 3 Hours
-Handmade 10x10 Linen cover Photo Album
-All Photos fully edited
-Custom built online gallery to view web sized photo
-High resolution print photos delivered on USB
-Full rights to all images delivered

COLLECTION IV

2,500

-8 Hours Coverage.
-2nd Photographer 3 Hours
-All Photos fully edited
-Custom built online gallery to view web sized photo
-High resolution print photos delivered on USB
-Full rights to all images delivered
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WEDDING PRICING

COLLECTION III

2,300

-Full Day Coverage
-Handmade 10x10 Linen cover Photo Album
-All Photos full edited
-Custom built online gallery to view web sized photo
-High resolution print photos delivered on USB
-Full rights to all images delivered

COLLECTION II

2,000

-8 Hours Coverage
-All Photos fully edited
-Custom built online gallery to view web sized photo
-High resolution print photos delivered on USB
-Full rights to all images delivered

COLLECTION I

1,800

-6 Hours Coverage
-All Photos fully edited
-Custom built online gallery to view web sized photo
-High resolution print photos delivered on USB
-Full rights to all images delivered
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ELOPEMENT PRICING
Just need to be married already? You two, some
select family and friends, jetting off somewhere fun
and intimate? I can help capture the spontaneity.
Let’s go!

ELOPEMENT

1,500

+ Travel

I like to be flexible and budget friendly when it comes to
working with to your elopement - isn’t that what eloping
is all about? Near or far, let’s make it happen.
*reserved for small groups, 15 people or less

WHAT’S INCLUDED
-4-6 Hours Photographing
-All Photos full edited
-Custom built online gallery to view web sized photo
-High resolution print photos delivered on USB
-Full rights to all images delivered

EXTRAS
Engagement Session
Extra Hours
2nd Photographer
Day After Session

$400
$200
$500
$300

What’s a day after session?
If, on your wedding day, there wasn’t time to get
certain photographs at your dream location for
example, I offer a day after session. You still have
your dress and suit, right? ;)
Schedule a hair and make up session, too, if you’d
like, and let’s get some amazing pictures - relaxed,
without the rush of the wedding day

*Travel is determined on a case by case basis. Flights are determined from SJU
(San Juan International Airport). Lodging should be booked at the same place
with the couple or within 5 minute walking distance. Rental car and other travel
costs will be covered by Éctor Javier.
*Engagement and Day After sessions based on availability and should be
scheduled as early as possible.
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Your album is carefully printed, custom bound and finished
by hand in the style of traditional bookmakers. With true

Album Pricing

silver halide printing on Fuji portrait grade paper to
guarantee the best color reproduction and delivery of the
finest details, the flush mount design and organic substrate
mounted pages create stability and durability. Curated
cover fabrics, book jackets, and cover bands crafted right
here in the US means a fine quality custom album that is
exclusive to our understated, yet elegant, collection your
clients will adore. Albums are available with 20 to 50 pages
(10 to 25 spreads). Add a 4x4 inch cover cameo, a custom
book band and/or jacket for even more personalization.

• Sizes Available: 12x12, 10x10, 8x8
• hand cut linen cover
• professional grade, high-quality silver halide Fuji lustre paper
• pages are 1.4 mm (slightly thicker than a dime)

Optional Add-ons:
• 4x4 centered cameo image
• album jacket (wraps around the entire album) or band (wraps
around the album like a traditional book jacket, but at only 7 inches
high, it gives you the ability to see the beautiful linen underneath!)
Prices
12x12: 10 spreads (20 pages) = $500, 25 spreads (50 pages) = $900
10x10: 10 spreads (20 pages) = $450, 25 spreads (50 pages) = $700
8x8:
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10 spreads (20 pages) = $400, 25 spreads (50 pages) = $600

ALL RIGHT, YOU TWO...
LET’S DO THIS!
GETTIN’ REAL THOUGH - I’D LOVE TO CAPTURE
YOUR CONNECTION AND TELL YOUR WEDDING
STORY! HIT ME UP!
WWW.3313.PICS /// 321-438-1494 /// ECTORJAVIER@GMAIL.COM
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